• Real time Data Solutions
• Inventory Control and Tracking
• Depot Management
• Front line Distribution
• Identity Verification
• Asset Visibility

Power tools for mission critical
public service
Getting information where it’s needed when it’s needed

When every moment counts
It may be a life-or-death crisis or a routine process. Every government worker
represents their entire organization on the job. In this networked real time world,
the public expects you can exercise the full power of your authority any time,
anywhere. Because, in that moment, you are the agency.

The public counts on you
They’re looking to you to make hard, fast decisions with better information than
anyone else. In their eyes, you know every record and report ever filed, you can
deliver facts upstream with superhuman detail and accuracy, and you can instantly
call in all the resources you need with a single word or a keystroke. But you know
what it really takes—powerful, purpose-built technology.

You count on your systems
That’s the technology Intermec builds. It's portable enough to go where the action is.
It's rugged enough for the real world of fire and water, grit and grime. It's easy to use,
so you can concentrate on your mission, not your equipment. It's fully integrated with
the infrastructure, so you are instantly the best-informed person on the scene
and the best connected.
Intermec’s commitment to the public sector matches yours. You’ll see it in the design
of our products, the strength of our industry and agency alliances, and the depth of
experience. See for yourself.

Five ways Intermec helps public
agencies meet their commitments
Intermec configures solutions
to match the scope and
scale of the mission, be it
federal, state or local. In fact,
Intermec actually partners
with public agencies in the
development process. This
assures real-world practicality
in the features and maximum
functionality in the packages.

Robust, easily integrated product line
From next-generation mobile devices
and radio frequency identification
(RFID) readers to breakthrough
scanning technology, our full range of
products is built tough for dependable,
reliable service. Our systems are based
on industry standards to provide
seamless integration and assured
compatibility—now and into the future.
Powerful partnerships
A successful, trouble-free operation
requires the right mix of hardware,
software, services and related
technologies. That's why Intermec
partners with top-tier industry
leaders including Advanced Public
Safety, MobileFrame, 3i, Cisco, HL
Group, IBM, Microsoft, Northrop
Grumman, Oracle and SAP. By working
together, we’re able to provide you
with proven, end-to-end solutions.
Expert service and support
Experienced Intermec professionals and
partners work closely with you to choose
systems that will have the greatest
strategic impact on your business.
Our Global Services team helps you
achieve flawless implementations on
or ahead of schedule, as well as provide
cost-effective long-term preventive
maintenance and repair services.

Global reach
Powered by a global team of experts,
Intermec has 40 years of innovation
and experience. We operate in more
than 70 countries around the world.
Our clients include 75% of Fortune
500™ companies. In fact, Intermec is
the largest supplier of AIDC equipment
to the federal government. Our broad
and deep resources enable us to
serve you everywhere you serve.
Committed to open standards
Intermec develops products based on
open standards, giving you more and
better technology choices. Our products
are certified for Cisco® Compatible
Extensions (CCX), validated on the
IBM Store Integration Framework,
compatible with Wavelink Avalanche
and Terminal Emulation, powered by
Microsoft's Smarter Retailing initiative,
and built on Windows Mobile and CE
platforms, 802.1x security, 802.11a/b/g
wireless and EPC Gen2 RFID standards.

Superior public service with sound budget management
In 2005, Intermec deepened its relationship with the
federal government by signing a 5-year contract to
provide Automatic Identification Technology (AIT-III)
to governmental organizations (Contract# W91QUZ04-D-0009). Through this contract, agencies have a
streamlined path to provision-ing their AIT data collection

and communications solutions. These include mobile
computing and bar code equipment, secure wireless
communications, memory devices, software, and services
for both tactical and non-tactical operations. Better
yet, the Maximum Order Limit (MOL) is substantial,
allowing single orders to large volume purchases.

Support Federal, State and Local operations

Sending and
receiving accurate
data when needed

Automatic RFID
tag reading with
fixed and forkliftmount readers

Wireless bar code/
RFID label printing
with printers
and media

Cross-docking with
vehicle-mounted
computers and
cordless scanners

Real-time delivery
tracking with
WWAN- and
GPS-enabled
mobile computers
and printers

Unique
Idenification (UID)
Marking System
safely ID's new
and legacy parts

Accurate pallet,
case and tote
tracking with
RFID labels/tags

Faster picking of
supplies with
speech recognition

Accurate inventory
scanning with
mobile computers
and RFID readers

RFID leadership for greater efficiencies
RFID is transformational technology for public agencies.
It provides precise inventory and asset visibility with a
mere fraction of the time or effort, yielding incredible
cost savings. Intermec leads the industry in this
technology with more than 15 years of experience creating
and applying RFID solutions. We offer the broadest
range of standards compliant RFID readers, tags,
software and implementation services.

Technology convergence for better
performance and protection
Our systems leverage integrated video, scanning, cameras,
VoIP, Cisco CCX compatible WiFi, Bluetooth, 3G WAN
radios, speech recognition, mag stripe readers and RFID.
These assure better services based on better information.
We also employ biometrics and strong encryption to
assure data protection and information security.

RFID receiving with
fixed and handheld
readers

Supply and vehicle
tracking to insure
safe conditions
through mobile
computers

Emergency
assistance and
critical life saving
data with VoIPenabled devices

Ticket writing/
printing and drivers
license swiping
with secure
communications
and printers
Stocking first alert
facilities and
vehicles with
inventory through
mobile computers

Police, fire and jail
applications with
shirt pocket devices
for hands on
situations

License scanning,
criminal scanning
and inventory
scanning with
handheld scanners

Registration
verification and
citizen background
checks with vehicle
mounted handheld
computers, printers
and media

Total Solution
Mobile computing solutions
Mobile and fixed RFID systems
Scanning technology
Printers and media
Professional services
Wireless networks
Support services
Software tools and utilities

Applications
Turn key asset management
Parking enforcement management
e-Citations
Evidence/asset tracking
Electronic data transfer
Crash/incident forms
Automated fingerprint identification system
Biometric access control
Electronic data collection
File tracking
Inventory management
Forms management
Activity management
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Internet
www.intermec.com
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Customer Service and Support
Toll Free NA: (800) 755-5505
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For more information
on how your agency can
use Intermec technology
to enhance operational
productivity and deliver
optimal results, visit
www.intermec.com
or email us at
publicsector@intermec.com.
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